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Watercolor is a magical and often challenging medium. Once mastered, it will reward you with
the pleasure of creating striking works of art of infinite variety.This book is a culmination of many
years of teaching. Through it, I set out to clear up widespread misconceptions about painting
with watercolors. These common confusions hold watercolor artists back from achieving their full
potential.Full of practical advice and techniques, my aim is to simplify watercolor painting to
assist you in your personal watercolor adventure. Enjoy the journey!

About the AuthorMICHAEL FRIEL has taught still life painting for more than ten years at the
Gage Academy of Art in Seattle, Washington, one of the leading professional art schools in the
country. He received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in painting from the University of
Washington and has shown his work extensively in the Pacific Northwest.
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Mastering Watercolorsa practical guideBy Joe CartwrightRain is coming 6.5” x 10” (7cm x
26cm)© Joe CartwrightAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored
in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,
photocopy, recording or otherwise without the written permission of the copyright holder. This
publication may not be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of trade in any
form of binding or cover than in which it is published, without the prior consent of the copyright
holder.www.paintingwithwatercolors.comAcknowledgmentsI would like to thank my wife Sue
Cartwright, without whose support this book would not have been possible. And without her
encouragement my art career would never have flourished.Special thanks to Rob Weaver, Anne
Tomson, Coral Jones, Lynne Ruicens and Stafford Bennett, for their help with proof reading and
invaluable feedback. Any mistakes remaining are my own.I would also like to thank my students,
whose questions formed the basis for the topics herein; and for their enthusiasm for the project.
Hopefully they will find it helpful in developing their own paths in watercolor.Venice Canal 14” x
21” ( 36cm x 54cm)Table of ContentsIntroductionMaterialsWatercolor basicsVariety of
edgesThe importance of waterThe importance of timeColor mixing formulaTone is kingVenice
sunset demonstrationPainting landscapesShadows vs reflectionsPainting clouds and
skiesMountain vista demonstrationCountry shed demonstrationStreet scenesMorning street
demonstrationWet weather street demonstrationHow to paint waterBeach demonstrationSail
boats demonstrationFixing a watercolorEn plein airKey learningsMarketing your workMy
watercolor philosophyIntroductionThere have been many books written on watercolor painting,
so why write another one?Well, I believe that I have gained some knowledge about watercolor
and especially about teaching this subject that I have not read about and I would like to add this
to the pool of watercolor painting experience out there.After teaching for quite a number of
years, I have been able to put my knowledge and skill to the test with my many students.
Obviously a good deal of what I include in this book has been said by others in one form or
another, but I feel I can still arrange this information in a way which will appeal to the reader. This
book should be of use to both the beginner wanting to learn the basics and have a plan for
progression, as well as for more experienced artists looking to move forward with their craft and
career.I have tried to break this subject into manageable segments so that as each is completed
students can feel like they are slowly (or quickly) climbing the ladder of watercolor skill.I begin
with a discussion of materials and their use; we then look at the importance of water and time in
the watercolor equation. Different techniques will be discussed as well as the significance of
design. The topic of colors and color mixing is also covered to give you a strong foundation on
how to mix your colors. This is tackled from the basis of the pigments your supplier uses rather
than generic rules which do not always work. A number of demonstrations are included to bring
together the topics of certain chapters.Other chapters include how to fix a failed watercolor
painting, marketing and selling your work, and en plein air watercolor painting (outdoor



painting).I finish off the book with a discussion of some of the things that have really moved my
work along as well as my overall philosophy on painting with watercolors.How to use this bookI
suggest that ideally you read this book from start to finish. However, each chapter is designed as
a standalone section, so feel free to jump from chapter to chapter as your interest develops.I
hope you will not only learn some useful information from reading this book, but will also enjoy
the process!Joe CartwrightVenice at Sunset 21” x 14” (54cm x 36cm)MaterialsAs in most
professions, the quality of the tools don’t make the man (or woman). But they can sure help —
especially when one is just starting out or having difficulty.I am always amazed at how often the
real problem someone has been having is so easily solved with the right brush, paper or paint.
People try to do large washes with too small a brush or a brush of poor quality which is unable to
hold the required volume of paint. At other times, in an effort to save money, they have used very
inferior paper which acts like blotting paper with very little sizing. Or they wonder why they can’t
seem to get vibrant colors when they are using very cheap paints with an excessive abundance
of fillers.In order of importance you need:Quality paperSoft brushes that hold lots of water and
spring back to a good point after you lay down some paint.A palette that has large mixing areas
and wells that can hold lots of pigment.Preferably artist’s quality paint.Through the trees,
Brooklyn, NSW. 14.5" x 10.5" (37cm x 27cm) Painted with a round brush, foliage created by
using the side of the brush and texture of the paper.Watercolor paperIf your paper is of poor
grade, with not enough sizing, it will not allow the paint to flow over its surface. It will quickly
absorb the water in your mixes and the paint will not flow down your sheet. If it has the wrong
texture (some papers have a very repetitive texture which may not suit your design), it will
detract from the overall feel of your work. Obviously it goes without saying that your paper should
be acid free with good archival properties or your masterpiece will not be around for too
long.Watercolor paper comes in various sizes, weights and textures. Here are the main terms
you will run across:Sizes: A full sheet is approx. 22" x 30" (560mm x 760 mm). If you cut this into
quarters they are known as quarter sheets.Weights: Refers to the weight of the paper expressed
in lbs. or grams per square meter. A common weight is 140lb or 300 g/m2 which is what I mainly
use and recommend for my students. In small sizes such as a quarter of a full sheet, it does not
need to be stretched, so you can very quickly start painting.Textures: Rough (most textured),
Medium or Cold Pressed (not as textured as rough) and Smooth or Hot Pressed (very smooth). I
start my students on Rough as it holds more water, giving them additional time to work on their
painting before it dries too much. I also use Rough whenever I want to take advantage of the
paper’s texture to create certain shapes such as tree foliage.However, I use Cold Press for most
of my work, and move my students to it as soon as possible, as it produces a slightly brighter
painting. The smoother surface also allows me to lift paint out of my work a lot easier than with
Rough — especially after the paint has dried. I mainly use Arches brand of watercolor paper, but
there are many others. You should try a few until you find one that particularly suits your skill and
interest in subject matter.Watercolor brushesWaratah 30” x 22” (76cm x 56cm), painted with
round watercolor brushesThere are many different brushes. Some people paint solely with round



brushes, others with flat, many would use a variety. While I mainly use round brushes, as they
suit my particular style, you should not limit yourself to just one type of brush until you have fully
explored their possibilities. Some of the main brush categories are: Round, Flat, Fan, Mop, and
Rigger. I will now discuss each brush type in turn.Round watercolor brushesSome of my round
watercolor brushesThese are the most versatile for my style and the most used by the majority
of watercolorists. They should hold a large volume of paint. When dipped in water they should
come to a good point when tapped on the side of the container.A brush that holds a lot of paint
will allow you to keep working longer before you have to pick up more paint. This speeds up your
painting time, which reduces the risk of your work drying too fast.A brush that has a good point
will also allow you to paint longer as you can use it for a wide range of brush marks. Having to
change brushes wastes valuable time, allowing your paper to dry more than you would like.You
can also use the side of a round brush to create interesting textures.Mop brushesMop
brushesThese are very good at holding lots of water and paint. They are not so good at holding
a point so they mainly get used for painting large washes. Having said this, there are some very
well-known artists who use a mop watercolor brush for the majority of their work.They are not so
useful for detailed work.Flat brushesA range of my flat brushesSome watercolor artists paint
their whole painting with flat brushes. They are not in the majority, but it can be done and is not
that rare. I will sometimes use a flat brush to create repetitive short vertical shapes such as small
fence or lamp posts, they can also be used to create texture, such as when painting birch tree
bark. If you are painting buildings they can be very useful for making rectangular shapes.I have a
big 2" wide flat brush that has very soft hairs, which I use to re-wet dry sections of my painting
prior to dropping in more paint. This brush is the main flat brush I use and I use it almost
exclusively for re-wetting dry areas of my painting.Rigger and needle point brushesWith a rigger
you can draw fine lines. I use these for drawing power lines in urban scenes.The needle point
brush is used for a similar purpose. It holds a lot more paint so it can be used for very long
lines.You can also use a rigger with just water to draw lighter lines in damp watercolor passages
in your painting.Rigger brushes and needle point brushFan brushesFan brushes - I prefer ones
with stiffer badger or hog hairThese come in many different sizes and materials. I prefer the
stiffer badger hair or hog hair ones. They don’t hold a lot of paint but they are very useful in a
number of painting situations.I use them to create textured timber effects and the foliage on palm
trees and certain other trees, shrubs and grasses.Palm tree foliage painted with a fan
brushWatercolor paintsArtist’s quality paints, as opposed to cheaper student grade paints are by
and large purer and more vibrant in color and also more transparent. The colors in student grade
paints are usually different to the true pigments. Often they are listed as hues of the pigments
(meaning they look similar), but I have found that they can be very different indeed. If you are
starting out, there is no point asking your tutor which colors he used to create a particular mix if
you and he don’t have the same paints. I remember a student asking me how to mix a particular
color, which was made up of Winsor and Newton French Ultramarine and Raw Umber artists’
paint. My student was not able to come close to what I mixed. When I checked what was going



on I discovered she was using student paints. They were not only very different in color but had
so much filler material in them that they were very opaque indeed.PalettesI have quite a
collection of palettes. In my early painting days I kept trying different ones till I discovered which
one worked best for me. In the end I realized that a good palette needed a number of key
ingredients.It needs to have large wells for holding your paint. I have had paint in some of these
wells for over a year and yet it is still very usable (using Winsor and Newton watercolors). If it has
dried too much I give it a little spray from my spray bottle a few minutes before I start painting
and by then it is quite workable. Having lots of paint in these wells allows you to quickly pick up a
large quantity of paint when you need it. If you have to stop half way through a wash to squeeze
out some more pigment from a tube, to mix more paint, you will not have clean smooth washes.
They will most probably have already dried on your paper. This will create a very messy look to
your watercolor washes.Large palette, big paint wells and large mixing areasYour palette also
has to have substantial mixing areas. If you need to cover a large area with your watercolor wash
then you need to mix this amount in one go. You will not have time to be mixing more paint
halfway through a wash — let alone being able to mix the correct color. These mixing areas
should be quite flat. A student of mine had a palette with very deep and rounded mixing areas
and he found it difficult to gauge correct tones. A flat mixing area lets you see how the paint you
have mixed flows on its surface, which is a good guide to the strength (tone) of the mixture. A
very light tone (weak wash) will be quite watery, while a very strong tone will tend to want to stick
to the surface of the palette and be quite creamy or thicker. A good tight lid for your palette would
be good too. It will keep your paints moist for longer and also help keep them clear of dust and
anything else that can get into them.If your palette has small paint wells but large mixing areas
then you may be able to use more than one well for your most often used colors. I do this with my
outdoor painting palette as my studio one is too cumbersome to take outdoors.My paintsYour
paints should be organized in your palette in a logical order. This will make it easier for you to get
to them as you will, in time, instinctively know where they are. My paints are laid out roughly in
order of warm to cool colors. Colors are considered warmer, relative to other colors, if they have
more yellow and red in them and cooler when they have more blue. See the color mixing section
for more information about this.All my paints are made by Winsor and Newton so the following
comments only refer to that brand.Here are the colors I usually use along with their key
properties:Cerulean Blue: This is a cool blue. Granulating, semi opaque.Cobalt Blue: A relatively
pure blue, neither warm nor cool. Granulating, semi transparent.French Ultramarine: A warm
blue, Granulating, transparent.Permanent Alizarin Crimson: A cool red. Produces a beautiful
purple when mixed with French Ultramarine. Staining, transparent. Can be replaced with
Permanent Rose which is more vibrant.Cadmium Red: A warm red. Granulating, staining and
opaque.Cadmium Orange: I use this for certain sunsets and to gray off the blues.
Opaque.Cadmium Yellow Light: A warm yellow. Opaque,staining.Aureolin: A cool yellow.
Transparent, staining. Very good for mixing greens. This color’s long term archival quality is in
doubt so recently I have replaced it with Winsor Lemon.Yellow Ochre: A relatively opaque, yellow



earth color. Semi opaque.Raw Umber: Brown color with green tinge, used in painting trees and
foregrounds. Transparent, granulating.Burnt Sienna: Orange brown color — mixes a great dark
when used with Ultramarine Blue. Transparent.Cobalt Turquoise: I use this when painting the
water around Venice, and to mix a range of greens. Semi opaque, granulating.Other colors I use
from time to time are:Viridian: My only green, which I use when painting rolling waves.
Transparent, granulating.Scarlet Lake: A bright red.Other materialsSmall towel: Very important to
help adjust the moisture content of my brush.Water container: Holds about 3 pints of water.HB
pencil: I like to use a .7mm clutch pencil as I don’t have to worry about sharpening it and it has a
uniform point. HB might be too hard in a regular pencil, 2B might be better.Spray bottle: Must
have a fine mist spray. It is very important for keeping your work at the right moisture level for the
type of edges you are trying to create.Backing board: I use a 10mm thick Gator board (foam
board with thin timber veneer on each side). But any light stiff board will do.Stiff flat synthetic
bristle brush: For lifting paint after it has dried.Masking tape. Needs to be quite sticky or it will
easily lift off during painting.Staple gun: For when I stretch my paper. I rarely stretch any paper
under a full sheet in size as I prefer to get started with my painting straight away. I am able to
flatten my painting afterwards.Masking fluid: Used to protect my paper when I want to paint
quickly over an area without having to carefully paint around shapes.Ormiston Gorge 14.45” x
10.5” (37cm x 27cm) - trees were masked before painting backgroundStretching your watercolor
paperIf you are more comfortable painting on a really flat surface then go ahead and stretch your
watercolor paper.My technique for this is:Soak the watercolor sheet in a bath tub with cold water
for about 10 minutes.Then lift it out and let most of the water drain from its surface.Lay the paper
on your board (Gator board) and staple around the edges at about 2" intervals. Leave this to dry
fully.After the paper is fully dry tape around the paper’s edges with masking tape to cover all the
staples and give yourself a nice clean edge on your painting surface.There are other techniques
for stretching watercolor paper. You can find videos on a number of them on YouTube so you
may want to look at them as well. My technique works well for me as I find it quick and easy, and
I don’t have to trouble with cleaning up all the gum tape of other techniques.Stretched paper
prior to covering staples with tapeMy StudioYou don’t have to have a studio but, a space where
you can leave your materials permanently set will certainly aid your skill development.When I
first started painting my studio space was our kitchen table however, I quickly saw this was not
going to be any long term solution. My gear had to be set up anew each time I wanted to do
some painting, which acted as a brake on my creativity.I then moved on to a section of a spare
room. It doubled as storage for the rest of the family, but made a big difference to my work. I
could now leave everything set up and was able to immediately start painting whenever the urge
hit me. At the time I had a full time marketing job so could only paint part-time. Good lighting was
important, as a lot of my painting was done in the evenings. Daylight fluorescent globes worked
well for this.Later on, around the time I became a full-time artist, we built a new house and I was
able to have a large room solely as my studio. I am very lucky that I have a very understanding
and encouraging wife!My studio has about 260 square feet (24 square meters) of floor space,



plus quite a bit of additional storage. It has lots of good lighting both natural and artificial.One
thing you will need, no mater what size studio space you have, is a means to store your papers
and other materials, as well as for completed works. Framed watercolors take up a lot of space,
but these can be hung on walls.Plastic stackable storage for smaller worksI have found plastic
stackable storage boxes very good for organizing my materials and smaller paintings. Though, I
did have a storage system for my large papers specially made.My Studio with plenty of
storageWatercolor basicsColors of Tuscany, Siena 10.5” x 14.5” (27cm x 37cm)Variety of
edgesAs watercolor artists, we create our paintings through the production of various shapes
with different edges. Edges are part of the language of painting, whether it be watercolor or any
other medium. In this section we will talk about these edges and how to use them to create our
watercolor paintings.Edge variety is one of the ways we can vary the atmosphere or mood of our
paintings. If your whole landscape painting consisted of sharp (hard) edges it could look quite
flat. While if it had absolutely no hard edges it could feel like it lacked a message — to say
nothing of possibly being hard on the eyes. By using softer edges in the distance and harder or
sharper ones in the foreground, you can create space in your painting by mimicking the effect of
atmosphere known as atmospheric perspective or aerial perspective. Soft and broken edges
involve the viewer and encourage them to complete shapes and hence add something of
themselves to our paintings. Edges can be considered part of the vocabulary of watercolor
painting: the more edge variety, the richer will be your paintings.Before covering edges in detail I
would first like to define a term which is used extensively throughout this and most other
watercolor painting books — a watercolor wash.Lots of edge variety in this paintingWhat is a
watercolor wash?A wash has a specific definition for a watercolor artist. It refers to the laying
down of watercolor onto your paper in a continuous manner so that you end up with a smooth
looking transparent layer of pigment. It should be produced with a minimum of brush strokes.Wet
on wet techniqueWet on wet watercolor washA good exercise to understand the potential of
using wet on wet techniques is to mix a strong mixture of French Ultramarine and Permanent
Alizarin Crimson. The consistency of the paint mix should be such that it still flows, rather than
sticking to the surface of your mixing area. However, it should not be that transparent that you
can still see the bottom of your palette. Then, tape a quarter sheet of rough textured watercolor
paper to your board. With a round brush, about a size 16, and your board tilted at about 25
degrees, wet a 2" wide strip down the sheet on one side. Use lots of water so there is a shine on
the paper.Now straight away pick up a brush of the pre-mixed watercolors and paint a strip
across the top of the wet part of the paper about 2 inches from the top. The watercolor
immediately starts to run down the page.Now as you watch this you will notice a number of
things. First, the water above the brush stroke you just placed, flows down and gives you a very
light soft (indistinct) edge as it washes the watercolor down the paper. Secondly, the watercolor
continues to flow and change shape as you watch it, in this way you are letting the water help
you paint your painting. Once it creates the particular shape you are after (i.e. when it has flowed
far enough down your watercolor paper) you can lay the board flat and it will stop flowing. Thirdly,



you should be able to notice that instead of just a single color appearing on the paper, as you
had mixed, the pigments have now separated in parts. The French Ultramarine being more of a
particle based watercolor will not flow as far as the Permanent Alizarin Crimson, which is more
like a dye. So now you will see that the top part of this shape is slightly bluer than the bottom,
which has more pink showing.This type of soft wet on wet edge is very good for giving the
impression of rain, soft sunset clouds, distant trees in fog, and any other effect requiring
indistinct shape transitions.Obviously there are a number of factors which affect the result you
will create with wet on wet techniques. One is the wetness of your watercolor paper. Another is
the angle of your board — the steeper the angle the quicker and further the watercolor paint will
flow. The thickness of the paint mixture used has a big impact — the more watery it is the further
it will flow but also the lighter will be your result, whereas thick paint will flow only a little.
Environmental factors such as temperature, air conditioning, and wind (if you are painting
outdoors) will also have an effect.With experience you will be able to better predict the general
outcome of wet on wet brush strokes.Controlled wet on wet techniqueAs the paper dries it will
arrive at a point where it has lost its shine. Now if you run the point of your loaded brush across
this damp section of paper you will see an interesting effect as shown in the figure
below.Controlled wet on wet techniqueControlled wet on wet followed by a stroke of clean
waterWaterline on boat produced with controlled wet on wet techniqueMastering Watercolorsa
practical guideBy Joe CartwrightRain is coming 6.5” x 10” (7cm x 26cm)© Joe CartwrightAll
rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording or
otherwise without the written permission of the copyright holder. This publication may not be
lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of trade in any form of binding or cover
than in which it is published, without the prior consent of the copyright
holder.www.paintingwithwatercolors.comMastering Watercolorsa practical guideBy Joe
CartwrightRain is coming 6.5” x 10” (7cm x 26cm)Rain is coming 6.5” x 10” (7cm x 26cm)© Joe
CartwrightAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopy,
recording or otherwise without the written permission of the copyright holder. This publication
may not be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of trade in any form of binding
or cover than in which it is published, without the prior consent of the copyright
holder.www.paintingwithwatercolors.comAcknowledgmentsI would like to thank my wife Sue
Cartwright, without whose support this book would not have been possible. And without her
encouragement my art career would never have flourished.Special thanks to Rob Weaver, Anne
Tomson, Coral Jones, Lynne Ruicens and Stafford Bennett, for their help with proof reading and
invaluable feedback. Any mistakes remaining are my own.I would also like to thank my students,
whose questions formed the basis for the topics herein; and for their enthusiasm for the project.
Hopefully they will find it helpful in developing their own paths in watercolor.Venice Canal 14” x
21” ( 36cm x 54cm)AcknowledgmentsI would like to thank my wife Sue Cartwright, without



whose support this book would not have been possible. And without her encouragement my art
career would never have flourished.Special thanks to Rob Weaver, Anne Tomson, Coral Jones,
Lynne Ruicens and Stafford Bennett, for their help with proof reading and invaluable feedback.
Any mistakes remaining are my own.I would also like to thank my students, whose questions
formed the basis for the topics herein; and for their enthusiasm for the project. Hopefully they will
find it helpful in developing their own paths in watercolor.Venice Canal 14” x 21” ( 36cm x
54cm)Venice Canal 14” x 21” ( 36cm x 54cm)Table of ContentsIntroductionMaterialsWatercolor
basicsVariety of edgesThe importance of waterThe importance of timeColor mixing formulaTone
is kingVenice sunset demonstrationPainting landscapesShadows vs reflectionsPainting clouds
and skiesMountain vista demonstrationCountry shed demonstrationStreet scenesMorning street
demonstrationWet weather street demonstrationHow to paint waterBeach demonstrationSail
boats demonstrationFixing a watercolorEn plein airKey learningsMarketing your workMy
watercolor philosophyTable of ContentsIntroductionMaterialsWatercolor basicsVariety of
edgesThe importance of waterThe importance of timeColor mixing formulaTone is kingVenice
sunset demonstrationPainting landscapesShadows vs reflectionsPainting clouds and
skiesMountain vista demonstrationCountry shed demonstrationStreet scenesMorning street
demonstrationWet weather street demonstrationHow to paint waterBeach demonstrationSail
boats demonstrationFixing a watercolorEn plein airKey learningsMarketing your workMy
watercolor philosophyIntroductionThere have been many books written on watercolor painting,
so why write another one?Well, I believe that I have gained some knowledge about watercolor
and especially about teaching this subject that I have not read about and I would like to add this
to the pool of watercolor painting experience out there.After teaching for quite a number of
years, I have been able to put my knowledge and skill to the test with my many students.
Obviously a good deal of what I include in this book has been said by others in one form or
another, but I feel I can still arrange this information in a way which will appeal to the reader. This
book should be of use to both the beginner wanting to learn the basics and have a plan for
progression, as well as for more experienced artists looking to move forward with their craft and
career.I have tried to break this subject into manageable segments so that as each is completed
students can feel like they are slowly (or quickly) climbing the ladder of watercolor skill.I begin
with a discussion of materials and their use; we then look at the importance of water and time in
the watercolor equation. Different techniques will be discussed as well as the significance of
design. The topic of colors and color mixing is also covered to give you a strong foundation on
how to mix your colors. This is tackled from the basis of the pigments your supplier uses rather
than generic rules which do not always work. A number of demonstrations are included to bring
together the topics of certain chapters.Other chapters include how to fix a failed watercolor
painting, marketing and selling your work, and en plein air watercolor painting (outdoor
painting).I finish off the book with a discussion of some of the things that have really moved my
work along as well as my overall philosophy on painting with watercolors.How to use this bookI
suggest that ideally you read this book from start to finish. However, each chapter is designed as



a standalone section, so feel free to jump from chapter to chapter as your interest develops.I
hope you will not only learn some useful information from reading this book, but will also enjoy
the process!Joe CartwrightVenice at Sunset 21” x 14” (54cm x 36cm)IntroductionThere have
been many books written on watercolor painting, so why write another one?Well, I believe that I
have gained some knowledge about watercolor and especially about teaching this subject that I
have not read about and I would like to add this to the pool of watercolor painting experience out
there.After teaching for quite a number of years, I have been able to put my knowledge and skill
to the test with my many students. Obviously a good deal of what I include in this book has been
said by others in one form or another, but I feel I can still arrange this information in a way which
will appeal to the reader. This book should be of use to both the beginner wanting to learn the
basics and have a plan for progression, as well as for more experienced artists looking to move
forward with their craft and career.I have tried to break this subject into manageable segments
so that as each is completed students can feel like they are slowly (or quickly) climbing the
ladder of watercolor skill.I begin with a discussion of materials and their use; we then look at the
importance of water and time in the watercolor equation. Different techniques will be discussed
as well as the significance of design. The topic of colors and color mixing is also covered to give
you a strong foundation on how to mix your colors. This is tackled from the basis of the pigments
your supplier uses rather than generic rules which do not always work. A number of
demonstrations are included to bring together the topics of certain chapters.Other chapters
include how to fix a failed watercolor painting, marketing and selling your work, and en plein air
watercolor painting (outdoor painting).I finish off the book with a discussion of some of the things
that have really moved my work along as well as my overall philosophy on painting with
watercolors.How to use this bookI suggest that ideally you read this book from start to finish.
However, each chapter is designed as a standalone section, so feel free to jump from chapter to
chapter as your interest develops.I hope you will not only learn some useful information from
reading this book, but will also enjoy the process!Joe CartwrightVenice at Sunset 21” x
14” (54cm x 36cm)Venice at Sunset 21” x 14” (54cm x 36cm)MaterialsAs in most professions,
the quality of the tools don’t make the man (or woman). But they can sure help — especially
when one is just starting out or having difficulty.I am always amazed at how often the real
problem someone has been having is so easily solved with the right brush, paper or paint.
People try to do large washes with too small a brush or a brush of poor quality which is unable to
hold the required volume of paint. At other times, in an effort to save money, they have used very
inferior paper which acts like blotting paper with very little sizing. Or they wonder why they can’t
seem to get vibrant colors when they are using very cheap paints with an excessive abundance
of fillers.In order of importance you need:Quality paperSoft brushes that hold lots of water and
spring back to a good point after you lay down some paint.A palette that has large mixing areas
and wells that can hold lots of pigment.Preferably artist’s quality paint.Through the trees,
Brooklyn, NSW. 14.5" x 10.5" (37cm x 27cm) Painted with a round brush, foliage created by
using the side of the brush and texture of the paper.Watercolor paperIf your paper is of poor



grade, with not enough sizing, it will not allow the paint to flow over its surface. It will quickly
absorb the water in your mixes and the paint will not flow down your sheet. If it has the wrong
texture (some papers have a very repetitive texture which may not suit your design), it will
detract from the overall feel of your work. Obviously it goes without saying that your paper should
be acid free with good archival properties or your masterpiece will not be around for too
long.Watercolor paper comes in various sizes, weights and textures. Here are the main terms
you will run across:Sizes: A full sheet is approx. 22" x 30" (560mm x 760 mm). If you cut this into
quarters they are known as quarter sheets.Weights: Refers to the weight of the paper expressed
in lbs. or grams per square meter. A common weight is 140lb or 300 g/m2 which is what I mainly
use and recommend for my students. In small sizes such as a quarter of a full sheet, it does not
need to be stretched, so you can very quickly start painting.Textures: Rough (most textured),
Medium or Cold Pressed (not as textured as rough) and Smooth or Hot Pressed (very smooth). I
start my students on Rough as it holds more water, giving them additional time to work on their
painting before it dries too much. I also use Rough whenever I want to take advantage of the
paper’s texture to create certain shapes such as tree foliage.However, I use Cold Press for most
of my work, and move my students to it as soon as possible, as it produces a slightly brighter
painting. The smoother surface also allows me to lift paint out of my work a lot easier than with
Rough — especially after the paint has dried. I mainly use Arches brand of watercolor paper, but
there are many others. You should try a few until you find one that particularly suits your skill and
interest in subject matter.Watercolor brushesWaratah 30” x 22” (76cm x 56cm), painted with
round watercolor brushesThere are many different brushes. Some people paint solely with round
brushes, others with flat, many would use a variety. While I mainly use round brushes, as they
suit my particular style, you should not limit yourself to just one type of brush until you have fully
explored their possibilities. Some of the main brush categories are: Round, Flat, Fan, Mop, and
Rigger. I will now discuss each brush type in turn.Round watercolor brushesSome of my round
watercolor brushesThese are the most versatile for my style and the most used by the majority
of watercolorists. They should hold a large volume of paint. When dipped in water they should
come to a good point when tapped on the side of the container.A brush that holds a lot of paint
will allow you to keep working longer before you have to pick up more paint. This speeds up your
painting time, which reduces the risk of your work drying too fast.A brush that has a good point
will also allow you to paint longer as you can use it for a wide range of brush marks. Having to
change brushes wastes valuable time, allowing your paper to dry more than you would like.You
can also use the side of a round brush to create interesting textures.Mop brushesMop
brushesThese are very good at holding lots of water and paint. They are not so good at holding
a point so they mainly get used for painting large washes. Having said this, there are some very
well-known artists who use a mop watercolor brush for the majority of their work.They are not so
useful for detailed work.Flat brushesA range of my flat brushesSome watercolor artists paint
their whole painting with flat brushes. They are not in the majority, but it can be done and is not
that rare. I will sometimes use a flat brush to create repetitive short vertical shapes such as small



fence or lamp posts, they can also be used to create texture, such as when painting birch tree
bark. If you are painting buildings they can be very useful for making rectangular shapes.I have a
big 2" wide flat brush that has very soft hairs, which I use to re-wet dry sections of my painting
prior to dropping in more paint. This brush is the main flat brush I use and I use it almost
exclusively for re-wetting dry areas of my painting.Rigger and needle point brushesWith a rigger
you can draw fine lines. I use these for drawing power lines in urban scenes.The needle point
brush is used for a similar purpose. It holds a lot more paint so it can be used for very long
lines.You can also use a rigger with just water to draw lighter lines in damp watercolor passages
in your painting.Rigger brushes and needle point brushFan brushesFan brushes - I prefer ones
with stiffer badger or hog hairThese come in many different sizes and materials. I prefer the
stiffer badger hair or hog hair ones. They don’t hold a lot of paint but they are very useful in a
number of painting situations.I use them to create textured timber effects and the foliage on palm
trees and certain other trees, shrubs and grasses.Palm tree foliage painted with a fan
brushWatercolor paintsArtist’s quality paints, as opposed to cheaper student grade paints are by
and large purer and more vibrant in color and also more transparent. The colors in student grade
paints are usually different to the true pigments. Often they are listed as hues of the pigments
(meaning they look similar), but I have found that they can be very different indeed. If you are
starting out, there is no point asking your tutor which colors he used to create a particular mix if
you and he don’t have the same paints. I remember a student asking me how to mix a particular
color, which was made up of Winsor and Newton French Ultramarine and Raw Umber artists’
paint. My student was not able to come close to what I mixed. When I checked what was going
on I discovered she was using student paints. They were not only very different in color but had
so much filler material in them that they were very opaque indeed.PalettesI have quite a
collection of palettes. In my early painting days I kept trying different ones till I discovered which
one worked best for me. In the end I realized that a good palette needed a number of key
ingredients.It needs to have large wells for holding your paint. I have had paint in some of these
wells for over a year and yet it is still very usable (using Winsor and Newton watercolors). If it has
dried too much I give it a little spray from my spray bottle a few minutes before I start painting
and by then it is quite workable. Having lots of paint in these wells allows you to quickly pick up a
large quantity of paint when you need it. If you have to stop half way through a wash to squeeze
out some more pigment from a tube, to mix more paint, you will not have clean smooth washes.
They will most probably have already dried on your paper. This will create a very messy look to
your watercolor washes.Large palette, big paint wells and large mixing areasYour palette also
has to have substantial mixing areas. If you need to cover a large area with your watercolor wash
then you need to mix this amount in one go. You will not have time to be mixing more paint
halfway through a wash — let alone being able to mix the correct color. These mixing areas
should be quite flat. A student of mine had a palette with very deep and rounded mixing areas
and he found it difficult to gauge correct tones. A flat mixing area lets you see how the paint you
have mixed flows on its surface, which is a good guide to the strength (tone) of the mixture. A



very light tone (weak wash) will be quite watery, while a very strong tone will tend to want to stick
to the surface of the palette and be quite creamy or thicker. A good tight lid for your palette would
be good too. It will keep your paints moist for longer and also help keep them clear of dust and
anything else that can get into them.If your palette has small paint wells but large mixing areas
then you may be able to use more than one well for your most often used colors. I do this with my
outdoor painting palette as my studio one is too cumbersome to take outdoors.My paintsYour
paints should be organized in your palette in a logical order. This will make it easier for you to get
to them as you will, in time, instinctively know where they are. My paints are laid out roughly in
order of warm to cool colors. Colors are considered warmer, relative to other colors, if they have
more yellow and red in them and cooler when they have more blue. See the color mixing section
for more information about this.All my paints are made by Winsor and Newton so the following
comments only refer to that brand.Here are the colors I usually use along with their key
properties:Cerulean Blue: This is a cool blue. Granulating, semi opaque.Cobalt Blue: A relatively
pure blue, neither warm nor cool. Granulating, semi transparent.French Ultramarine: A warm
blue, Granulating, transparent.Permanent Alizarin Crimson: A cool red. Produces a beautiful
purple when mixed with French Ultramarine. Staining, transparent. Can be replaced with
Permanent Rose which is more vibrant.Cadmium Red: A warm red. Granulating, staining and
opaque.Cadmium Orange: I use this for certain sunsets and to gray off the blues.
Opaque.Cadmium Yellow Light: A warm yellow. Opaque,staining.Aureolin: A cool yellow.
Transparent, staining. Very good for mixing greens. This color’s long term archival quality is in
doubt so recently I have replaced it with Winsor Lemon.Yellow Ochre: A relatively opaque, yellow
earth color. Semi opaque.Raw Umber: Brown color with green tinge, used in painting trees and
foregrounds. Transparent, granulating.Burnt Sienna: Orange brown color — mixes a great dark
when used with Ultramarine Blue. Transparent.Cobalt Turquoise: I use this when painting the
water around Venice, and to mix a range of greens. Semi opaque, granulating.Other colors I use
from time to time are:Viridian: My only green, which I use when painting rolling waves.
Transparent, granulating.Scarlet Lake: A bright red.Other materialsSmall towel: Very important to
help adjust the moisture content of my brush.Water container: Holds about 3 pints of water.HB
pencil: I like to use a .7mm clutch pencil as I don’t have to worry about sharpening it and it has a
uniform point. HB might be too hard in a regular pencil, 2B might be better.Spray bottle: Must
have a fine mist spray. It is very important for keeping your work at the right moisture level for the
type of edges you are trying to create.Backing board: I use a 10mm thick Gator board (foam
board with thin timber veneer on each side). But any light stiff board will do.Stiff flat synthetic
bristle brush: For lifting paint after it has dried.Masking tape. Needs to be quite sticky or it will
easily lift off during painting.Staple gun: For when I stretch my paper. I rarely stretch any paper
under a full sheet in size as I prefer to get started with my painting straight away. I am able to
flatten my painting afterwards.Masking fluid: Used to protect my paper when I want to paint
quickly over an area without having to carefully paint around shapes.Ormiston Gorge 14.45” x
10.5” (37cm x 27cm) - trees were masked before painting backgroundStretching your watercolor



paperIf you are more comfortable painting on a really flat surface then go ahead and stretch your
watercolor paper.My technique for this is:Soak the watercolor sheet in a bath tub with cold water
for about 10 minutes.Then lift it out and let most of the water drain from its surface.Lay the paper
on your board (Gator board) and staple around the edges at about 2" intervals. Leave this to dry
fully.After the paper is fully dry tape around the paper’s edges with masking tape to cover all the
staples and give yourself a nice clean edge on your painting surface.There are other techniques
for stretching watercolor paper. You can find videos on a number of them on YouTube so you
may want to look at them as well. My technique works well for me as I find it quick and easy, and
I don’t have to trouble with cleaning up all the gum tape of other techniques.Stretched paper
prior to covering staples with tapeMy StudioYou don’t have to have a studio but, a space where
you can leave your materials permanently set will certainly aid your skill development.When I
first started painting my studio space was our kitchen table however, I quickly saw this was not
going to be any long term solution. My gear had to be set up anew each time I wanted to do
some painting, which acted as a brake on my creativity.I then moved on to a section of a spare
room. It doubled as storage for the rest of the family, but made a big difference to my work. I
could now leave everything set up and was able to immediately start painting whenever the urge
hit me. At the time I had a full time marketing job so could only paint part-time. Good lighting was
important, as a lot of my painting was done in the evenings. Daylight fluorescent globes worked
well for this.Later on, around the time I became a full-time artist, we built a new house and I was
able to have a large room solely as my studio. I am very lucky that I have a very understanding
and encouraging wife!My studio has about 260 square feet (24 square meters) of floor space,
plus quite a bit of additional storage. It has lots of good lighting both natural and artificial.One
thing you will need, no mater what size studio space you have, is a means to store your papers
and other materials, as well as for completed works. Framed watercolors take up a lot of space,
but these can be hung on walls.Plastic stackable storage for smaller worksI have found plastic
stackable storage boxes very good for organizing my materials and smaller paintings. Though, I
did have a storage system for my large papers specially made.My Studio with plenty of
storageMaterialsAs in most professions, the quality of the tools don’t make the man (or woman).
But they can sure help — especially when one is just starting out or having difficulty.I am always
amazed at how often the real problem someone has been having is so easily solved with the
right brush, paper or paint. People try to do large washes with too small a brush or a brush of
poor quality which is unable to hold the required volume of paint. At other times, in an effort to
save money, they have used very inferior paper which acts like blotting paper with very little
sizing. Or they wonder why they can’t seem to get vibrant colors when they are using very cheap
paints with an excessive abundance of fillers.In order of importance you need:Quality paperSoft
brushes that hold lots of water and spring back to a good point after you lay down some paint.A
palette that has large mixing areas and wells that can hold lots of pigment.Preferably artist’s
quality paint.Quality paperSoft brushes that hold lots of water and spring back to a good point
after you lay down some paint.A palette that has large mixing areas and wells that can hold lots



of pigment.Preferably artist’s quality paint.Through the trees, Brooklyn, NSW. 14.5" x
10.5" (37cm x 27cm) Painted with a round brush, foliage created by using the side of the brush
and texture of the paper.Through the trees, Brooklyn, NSW. 14.5" x 10.5" (37cm x 27cm) Painted
with a round brush, foliage created by using the side of the brush and texture of the
paper.Watercolor paperIf your paper is of poor grade, with not enough sizing, it will not allow the
paint to flow over its surface. It will quickly absorb the water in your mixes and the paint will not
flow down your sheet. If it has the wrong texture (some papers have a very repetitive texture
which may not suit your design), it will detract from the overall feel of your work. Obviously it
goes without saying that your paper should be acid free with good archival properties or your
masterpiece will not be around for too long.Watercolor paper comes in various sizes, weights
and textures. Here are the main terms you will run across:Sizes: A full sheet is approx. 22" x
30" (560mm x 760 mm). If you cut this into quarters they are known as quarter sheets.Weights:
Refers to the weight of the paper expressed in lbs. or grams per square meter. A common weight
is 140lb or 300 g/m2 which is what I mainly use and recommend for my students. In small sizes
such as a quarter of a full sheet, it does not need to be stretched, so you can very quickly start
painting.Textures: Rough (most textured), Medium or Cold Pressed (not as textured as rough)
and Smooth or Hot Pressed (very smooth). I start my students on Rough as it holds more water,
giving them additional time to work on their painting before it dries too much. I also use Rough
whenever I want to take advantage of the paper’s texture to create certain shapes such as tree
foliage.However, I use Cold Press for most of my work, and move my students to it as soon as
possible, as it produces a slightly brighter painting. The smoother surface also allows me to lift
paint out of my work a lot easier than with Rough — especially after the paint has dried. I mainly
use Arches brand of watercolor paper, but there are many others. You should try a few until you
find one that particularly suits your skill and interest in subject matter.Watercolor
brushesWaratah 30” x 22” (76cm x 56cm), painted with round watercolor brushesWaratah 30” x
22” (76cm x 56cm), painted with round watercolor brushesThere are many different brushes.
Some people paint solely with round brushes, others with flat, many would use a variety. While I
mainly use round brushes, as they suit my particular style, you should not limit yourself to just
one type of brush until you have fully explored their possibilities. Some of the main brush
categories are: Round, Flat, Fan, Mop, and Rigger. I will now discuss each brush type in
turn.Round watercolor brushesSome of my round watercolor brushesSome of my round
watercolor brushesThese are the most versatile for my style and the most used by the majority
of watercolorists. They should hold a large volume of paint. When dipped in water they should
come to a good point when tapped on the side of the container.A brush that holds a lot of paint
will allow you to keep working longer before you have to pick up more paint. This speeds up your
painting time, which reduces the risk of your work drying too fast.A brush that has a good point
will also allow you to paint longer as you can use it for a wide range of brush marks. Having to
change brushes wastes valuable time, allowing your paper to dry more than you would like.You
can also use the side of a round brush to create interesting textures.Mop brushesMop



brushesMop brushesThese are very good at holding lots of water and paint. They are not so
good at holding a point so they mainly get used for painting large washes. Having said this, there
are some very well-known artists who use a mop watercolor brush for the majority of their
work.They are not so useful for detailed work.Flat brushesA range of my flat brushesA range of
my flat brushesSome watercolor artists paint their whole painting with flat brushes. They are not
in the majority, but it can be done and is not that rare. I will sometimes use a flat brush to create
repetitive short vertical shapes such as small fence or lamp posts, they can also be used to
create texture, such as when painting birch tree bark. If you are painting buildings they can be
very useful for making rectangular shapes.I have a big 2" wide flat brush that has very soft hairs,
which I use to re-wet dry sections of my painting prior to dropping in more paint. This brush is the
main flat brush I use and I use it almost exclusively for re-wetting dry areas of my painting.Rigger
and needle point brushesWith a rigger you can draw fine lines. I use these for drawing power
lines in urban scenes.The needle point brush is used for a similar purpose. It holds a lot more
paint so it can be used for very long lines.You can also use a rigger with just water to draw lighter
lines in damp watercolor passages in your painting.Rigger brushes and needle point
brushRigger brushes and needle point brushFan brushesFan brushes - I prefer ones with stiffer
badger or hog hairFan brushes - I prefer ones with stiffer badger or hog hairThese come in many
different sizes and materials. I prefer the stiffer badger hair or hog hair ones. They don’t hold a lot
of paint but they are very useful in a number of painting situations.I use them to create textured
timber effects and the foliage on palm trees and certain other trees, shrubs and grasses.Palm
tree foliage painted with a fan brushPalm tree foliage painted with a fan brushWatercolor
paintsArtist’s quality paints, as opposed to cheaper student grade paints are by and large purer
and more vibrant in color and also more transparent. The colors in student grade paints are
usually different to the true pigments. Often they are listed as hues of the pigments (meaning
they look similar), but I have found that they can be very different indeed. If you are starting out,
there is no point asking your tutor which colors he used to create a particular mix if you and he
don’t have the same paints. I remember a student asking me how to mix a particular color, which
was made up of Winsor and Newton French Ultramarine and Raw Umber artists’ paint. My
student was not able to come close to what I mixed. When I checked what was going on I
discovered she was using student paints. They were not only very different in color but had so
much filler material in them that they were very opaque indeed.PalettesI have quite a collection
of palettes. In my early painting days I kept trying different ones till I discovered which one
worked best for me. In the end I realized that a good palette needed a number of key
ingredients.It needs to have large wells for holding your paint. I have had paint in some of these
wells for over a year and yet it is still very usable (using Winsor and Newton watercolors). If it has
dried too much I give it a little spray from my spray bottle a few minutes before I start painting
and by then it is quite workable. Having lots of paint in these wells allows you to quickly pick up a
large quantity of paint when you need it. If you have to stop half way through a wash to squeeze
out some more pigment from a tube, to mix more paint, you will not have clean smooth washes.



They will most probably have already dried on your paper. This will create a very messy look to
your watercolor washes.Large palette, big paint wells and large mixing areasLarge palette, big
paint wells and large mixing areasYour palette also has to have substantial mixing areas. If you
need to cover a large area with your watercolor wash then you need to mix this amount in one
go. You will not have time to be mixing more paint halfway through a wash — let alone being able
to mix the correct color. These mixing areas should be quite flat. A student of mine had a palette
with very deep and rounded mixing areas and he found it difficult to gauge correct tones. A flat
mixing area lets you see how the paint you have mixed flows on its surface, which is a good
guide to the strength (tone) of the mixture. A very light tone (weak wash) will be quite watery,
while a very strong tone will tend to want to stick to the surface of the palette and be quite
creamy or thicker. A good tight lid for your palette would be good too. It will keep your paints
moist for longer and also help keep them clear of dust and anything else that can get into them.If
your palette has small paint wells but large mixing areas then you may be able to use more than
one well for your most often used colors. I do this with my outdoor painting palette as my studio
one is too cumbersome to take outdoors.My paintsYour paints should be organized in your
palette in a logical order. This will make it easier for you to get to them as you will, in time,
instinctively know where they are. My paints are laid out roughly in order of warm to cool colors.
Colors are considered warmer, relative to other colors, if they have more yellow and red in them
and cooler when they have more blue. See the color mixing section for more information about
this.All my paints are made by Winsor and Newton so the following comments only refer to that
brand.Here are the colors I usually use along with their key properties:Cerulean Blue: This is a
cool blue. Granulating, semi opaque.Cobalt Blue: A relatively pure blue, neither warm nor cool.
Granulating, semi transparent.French Ultramarine: A warm blue, Granulating,
transparent.Permanent Alizarin Crimson: A cool red. Produces a beautiful purple when mixed
with French Ultramarine. Staining, transparent. Can be replaced with Permanent Rose which is
more vibrant.Cerulean Blue: This is a cool blue. Granulating, semi opaque.Cobalt Blue: A
relatively pure blue, neither warm nor cool. Granulating, semi transparent.French Ultramarine: A
warm blue, Granulating, transparent.Permanent Alizarin Crimson: A cool red. Produces a
beautiful purple when mixed with French Ultramarine. Staining, transparent. Can be replaced
with Permanent Rose which is more vibrant.Cadmium Red: A warm red. Granulating, staining
and opaque.Cadmium Orange: I use this for certain sunsets and to gray off the blues.
Opaque.Cadmium Yellow Light: A warm yellow. Opaque,staining.Aureolin: A cool yellow.
Transparent, staining. Very good for mixing greens. This color’s long term archival quality is in
doubt so recently I have replaced it with Winsor Lemon.Yellow Ochre: A relatively opaque, yellow
earth color. Semi opaque.Raw Umber: Brown color with green tinge, used in painting trees and
foregrounds. Transparent, granulating.Burnt Sienna: Orange brown color — mixes a great dark
when used with Ultramarine Blue. Transparent.Cobalt Turquoise: I use this when painting the
water around Venice, and to mix a range of greens. Semi opaque, granulating.Other colors I use
from time to time are:Viridian: My only green, which I use when painting rolling waves.



Transparent, granulating.Scarlet Lake: A bright red.Cadmium Red: A warm red. Granulating,
staining and opaque.Cadmium Orange: I use this for certain sunsets and to gray off the blues.
Opaque.Cadmium Yellow Light: A warm yellow. Opaque,staining.Aureolin: A cool yellow.
Transparent, staining. Very good for mixing greens. This color’s long term archival quality is in
doubt so recently I have replaced it with Winsor Lemon.Yellow Ochre: A relatively opaque, yellow
earth color. Semi opaque.Raw Umber: Brown color with green tinge, used in painting trees and
foregrounds. Transparent, granulating.Burnt Sienna: Orange brown color — mixes a great dark
when used with Ultramarine Blue. Transparent.Cobalt Turquoise: I use this when painting the
water around Venice, and to mix a range of greens. Semi opaque, granulating.Other colors I use
from time to time are:Viridian: My only green, which I use when painting rolling waves.
Transparent, granulating.Scarlet Lake: A bright red.Other materialsSmall towel: Very important to
help adjust the moisture content of my brush.Water container: Holds about 3 pints of water.HB
pencil: I like to use a .7mm clutch pencil as I don’t have to worry about sharpening it and it has a
uniform point. HB might be too hard in a regular pencil, 2B might be better.Spray bottle: Must
have a fine mist spray. It is very important for keeping your work at the right moisture level for the
type of edges you are trying to create.Backing board: I use a 10mm thick Gator board (foam
board with thin timber veneer on each side). But any light stiff board will do.Stiff flat synthetic
bristle brush: For lifting paint after it has dried.Masking tape. Needs to be quite sticky or it will
easily lift off during painting.Staple gun: For when I stretch my paper. I rarely stretch any paper
under a full sheet in size as I prefer to get started with my painting straight away. I am able to
flatten my painting afterwards.Masking fluid: Used to protect my paper when I want to paint
quickly over an area without having to carefully paint around shapes.Small towel: Very important
to help adjust the moisture content of my brush.Water container: Holds about 3 pints of water.HB
pencil: I like to use a .7mm clutch pencil as I don’t have to worry about sharpening it and it has a
uniform point. HB might be too hard in a regular pencil, 2B might be better.Spray bottle: Must
have a fine mist spray. It is very important for keeping your work at the right moisture level for the
type of edges you are trying to create. Backing board: I use a 10mm thick Gator board (foam
board with thin timber veneer on each side). But any light stiff board will do.Stiff flat synthetic
bristle brush: For lifting paint after it has dried.Masking tape. Needs to be quite sticky or it will
easily lift off during painting.Staple gun: For when I stretch my paper. I rarely stretch any paper
under a full sheet in size as I prefer to get started with my painting straight away. I am able to
flatten my painting afterwards.Masking fluid: Used to protect my paper when I want to paint
quickly over an area without having to carefully paint around shapes.Ormiston Gorge 14.45” x
10.5” (37cm x 27cm) - trees were masked before painting backgroundOrmiston Gorge 14.45” x
10.5” (37cm x 27cm) - trees were masked before painting backgroundStretching your watercolor
paperIf you are more comfortable painting on a really flat surface then go ahead and stretch your
watercolor paper.My technique for this is:Soak the watercolor sheet in a bath tub with cold water
for about 10 minutes.Then lift it out and let most of the water drain from its surface.Lay the paper
on your board (Gator board) and staple around the edges at about 2" intervals. Leave this to dry



fully.After the paper is fully dry tape around the paper’s edges with masking tape to cover all the
staples and give yourself a nice clean edge on your painting surface.Soak the watercolor sheet
in a bath tub with cold water for about 10 minutes.Then lift it out and let most of the water drain
from its surface.Lay the paper on your board (Gator board) and staple around the edges at
about 2" intervals. Leave this to dry fully.After the paper is fully dry tape around the paper’s
edges with masking tape to cover all the staples and give yourself a nice clean edge on your
painting surface.There are other techniques for stretching watercolor paper. You can find videos
on a number of them on YouTube so you may want to look at them as well. My technique works
well for me as I find it quick and easy, and I don’t have to trouble with cleaning up all the gum
tape of other techniques.Stretched paper prior to covering staples with tapeStretched paper
prior to covering staples with tapeMy StudioYou don’t have to have a studio but, a space where
you can leave your materials permanently set will certainly aid your skill development.When I
first started painting my studio space was our kitchen table however, I quickly saw this was not
going to be any long term solution. My gear had to be set up anew each time I wanted to do
some painting, which acted as a brake on my creativity.I then moved on to a section of a spare
room. It doubled as storage for the rest of the family, but made a big difference to my work. I
could now leave everything set up and was able to immediately start painting whenever the urge
hit me. At the time I had a full time marketing job so could only paint part-time. Good lighting was
important, as a lot of my painting was done in the evenings. Daylight fluorescent globes worked
well for this.Later on, around the time I became a full-time artist, we built a new house and I was
able to have a large room solely as my studio. I am very lucky that I have a very understanding
and encouraging wife!My studio has about 260 square feet (24 square meters) of floor space,
plus quite a bit of additional storage. It has lots of good lighting both natural and artificial.One
thing you will need, no mater what size studio space you have, is a means to store your papers
and other materials, as well as for completed works. Framed watercolors take up a lot of space,
but these can be hung on walls.Plastic stackable storage for smaller worksPlastic stackable
storage for smaller worksI have found plastic stackable storage boxes very good for organizing
my materials and smaller paintings. Though, I did have a storage system for my large papers
specially made.My Studio with plenty of storageMy Studio with plenty of storageWatercolor
basicsColors of Tuscany, Siena 10.5” x 14.5” (27cm x 37cm)Watercolor basicsColors of
Tuscany, Siena 10.5” x 14.5” (27cm x 37cm)Colors of Tuscany, Siena 10.5” x 14.5” (27cm x
37cm)Variety of edgesAs watercolor artists, we create our paintings through the production of
various shapes with different edges. Edges are part of the language of painting, whether it be
watercolor or any other medium. In this section we will talk about these edges and how to use
them to create our watercolor paintings.Edge variety is one of the ways we can vary the
atmosphere or mood of our paintings. If your whole landscape painting consisted of sharp (hard)
edges it could look quite flat. While if it had absolutely no hard edges it could feel like it lacked a
message — to say nothing of possibly being hard on the eyes. By using softer edges in the
distance and harder or sharper ones in the foreground, you can create space in your painting by



mimicking the effect of atmosphere known as atmospheric perspective or aerial perspective.
Soft and broken edges involve the viewer and encourage them to complete shapes and hence
add something of themselves to our paintings. Edges can be considered part of the vocabulary
of watercolor painting: the more edge variety, the richer will be your paintings.Before covering
edges in detail I would first like to define a term which is used extensively throughout this and
most other watercolor painting books — a watercolor wash.Lots of edge variety in this
paintingWhat is a watercolor wash?A wash has a specific definition for a watercolor artist. It
refers to the laying down of watercolor onto your paper in a continuous manner so that you end
up with a smooth looking transparent layer of pigment. It should be produced with a minimum of
brush strokes.Wet on wet techniqueWet on wet watercolor washA good exercise to understand
the potential of using wet on wet techniques is to mix a strong mixture of French Ultramarine and
Permanent Alizarin Crimson. The consistency of the paint mix should be such that it still flows,
rather than sticking to the surface of your mixing area. However, it should not be that transparent
that you can still see the bottom of your palette. Then, tape a quarter sheet of rough textured
watercolor paper to your board. With a round brush, about a size 16, and your board tilted at
about 25 degrees, wet a 2" wide strip down the sheet on one side. Use lots of water so there is a
shine on the paper.Now straight away pick up a brush of the pre-mixed watercolors and paint a
strip across the top of the wet part of the paper about 2 inches from the top. The watercolor
immediately starts to run down the page.Now as you watch this you will notice a number of
things. First, the water above the brush stroke you just placed, flows down and gives you a very
light soft (indistinct) edge as it washes the watercolor down the paper. Secondly, the watercolor
continues to flow and change shape as you watch it, in this way you are letting the water help
you paint your painting. Once it creates the particular shape you are after (i.e. when it has flowed
far enough down your watercolor paper) you can lay the board flat and it will stop flowing. Thirdly,
you should be able to notice that instead of just a single color appearing on the paper, as you
had mixed, the pigments have now separated in parts. The French Ultramarine being more of a
particle based watercolor will not flow as far as the Permanent Alizarin Crimson, which is more
like a dye. So now you will see that the top part of this shape is slightly bluer than the bottom,
which has more pink showing.This type of soft wet on wet edge is very good for giving the
impression of rain, soft sunset clouds, distant trees in fog, and any other effect requiring
indistinct shape transitions.Obviously there are a number of factors which affect the result you
will create with wet on wet techniques. One is the wetness of your watercolor paper. Another is
the angle of your board — the steeper the angle the quicker and further the watercolor paint will
flow. The thickness of the paint mixture used has a big impact — the more watery it is the further
it will flow but also the lighter will be your result, whereas thick paint will flow only a little.
Environmental factors such as temperature, air conditioning, and wind (if you are painting
outdoors) will also have an effect.With experience you will be able to better predict the general
outcome of wet on wet brush strokes.Controlled wet on wet techniqueAs the paper dries it will
arrive at a point where it has lost its shine. Now if you run the point of your loaded brush across



this damp section of paper you will see an interesting effect as shown in the figure
below.Controlled wet on wet techniqueControlled wet on wet followed by a stroke of clean
waterWaterline on boat produced with controlled wet on wet techniqueVariety of edgesAs
watercolor artists, we create our paintings through the production of various shapes with
different edges. Edges are part of the language of painting, whether it be watercolor or any other
medium. In this section we will talk about these edges and how to use them to create our
watercolor paintings.Edge variety is one of the ways we can vary the atmosphere or mood of our
paintings. If your whole landscape painting consisted of sharp (hard) edges it could look quite
flat. While if it had absolutely no hard edges it could feel like it lacked a message — to say
nothing of possibly being hard on the eyes. By using softer edges in the distance and harder or
sharper ones in the foreground, you can create space in your painting by mimicking the effect of
atmosphere known as atmospheric perspective or aerial perspective. Soft and broken edges
involve the viewer and encourage them to complete shapes and hence add something of
themselves to our paintings. Edges can be considered part of the vocabulary of watercolor
painting: the more edge variety, the richer will be your paintings.Before covering edges in detail I
would first like to define a term which is used extensively throughout this and most other
watercolor painting books — a watercolor wash.Lots of edge variety in this paintingLots of edge
variety in this paintingWhat is a watercolor wash?A wash has a specific definition for a
watercolor artist. It refers to the laying down of watercolor onto your paper in a continuous
manner so that you end up with a smooth looking transparent layer of pigment. It should be
produced with a minimum of brush strokes.Wet on wet techniqueWet on wet watercolor
washWet on wet watercolor washA good exercise to understand the potential of using wet on
wet techniques is to mix a strong mixture of French Ultramarine and Permanent Alizarin
Crimson. The consistency of the paint mix should be such that it still flows, rather than sticking to
the surface of your mixing area. However, it should not be that transparent that you can still see
the bottom of your palette. Then, tape a quarter sheet of rough textured watercolor paper to your
board. With a round brush, about a size 16, and your board tilted at about 25 degrees, wet a 2"
wide strip down the sheet on one side. Use lots of water so there is a shine on the paper.Now
straight away pick up a brush of the pre-mixed watercolors and paint a strip across the top of the
wet part of the paper about 2 inches from the top. The watercolor immediately starts to run down
the page.Now as you watch this you will notice a number of things. First, the water above the
brush stroke you just placed, flows down and gives you a very light soft (indistinct) edge as it
washes the watercolor down the paper. Secondly, the watercolor continues to flow and change
shape as you watch it, in this way you are letting the water help you paint your painting. Once it
creates the particular shape you are after (i.e. when it has flowed far enough down your
watercolor paper) you can lay the board flat and it will stop flowing. Thirdly, you should be able to
notice that instead of just a single color appearing on the paper, as you had mixed, the pigments
have now separated in parts. The French Ultramarine being more of a particle based watercolor
will not flow as far as the Permanent Alizarin Crimson, which is more like a dye. So now you will



see that the top part of this shape is slightly bluer than the bottom, which has more pink
showing.This type of soft wet on wet edge is very good for giving the impression of rain, soft
sunset clouds, distant trees in fog, and any other effect requiring indistinct shape
transitions.Obviously there are a number of factors which affect the result you will create with
wet on wet techniques. One is the wetness of your watercolor paper. Another is the angle of your
board — the steeper the angle the quicker and further the watercolor paint will flow. The
thickness of the paint mixture used has a big impact — the more watery it is the further it will flow
but also the lighter will be your result, whereas thick paint will flow only a little. Environmental
factors such as temperature, air conditioning, and wind (if you are painting outdoors) will also
have an effect.With experience you will be able to better predict the general outcome of wet on
wet brush strokes.Controlled wet on wet techniqueAs the paper dries it will arrive at a point
where it has lost its shine. Now if you run the point of your loaded brush across this damp
section of paper you will see an interesting effect as shown in the figure below.Controlled wet on
wet techniqueControlled wet on wet techniqueControlled wet on wet followed by a stroke of
clean waterControlled wet on wet followed by a stroke of clean waterWaterline on boat produced
with controlled wet on wet techniqueWaterline on boat produced with controlled wet on wet
technique
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FlairforLife, “Excellent, well explained book.. I love, love, love this book, not only Joe Cartwright's
work but the way he presents the information. I totally get what the artist is saying. Sometimes
we just need to have the same information presented in a way we understand and for me Joe
Cartwright does that. No tricks here just straightforward watercolour how to avoid mistakes or
how to rectify errors. Joe only touches lightly on paper, brushes and paints which I was pleased
about as there are so many books out there that cover these aspects. On this occasion I was
looking for more how to and how not to and this book does exactly that. There are some well
explained demonstrations. More than anything I like his explanations on why some paintings or
areas of painting do not work and what aspects lifted his work to another level. I guess the book
is aimed at artists who have some experience with watercolour, but I am a reasonably new
watercolour painter and this book will remain close by for me to refer back to. Thanks so much
Joe I am sure this will assist a lot of watercolourists.”

Ronald K. Ridley, “Apprenticeship with a Watercolor Master. Seven step by step demonstrations
with lists materials including colors. His paintings are excellent. He shows setting up the
background base light atmospheric tones and then build of up dark detail shapes with stronger
color. I like his treatment of the background in his strong design which units and harmonizes his
paintings. The darker tone shapes while leaving light areas makes for a strong contrast and
makes his paintings sing. He final eye for minimal detail which complete his story makes for a
pleasing read. It fun to look at his paintings over and over again. Anyone would be proud to
have one of his paintings on their wall. And from his step by step instruction and list of colors,
you can now have a painting that will look something like his and hopefully understand the
process he goes through to achieve such a masterpiece.”

Chris Cartledge, “Beautiful book full of fantastic information.. Beautiful book full of fantastic
information. Painting advice, tips, tricks, numerous examples fully explained and outline. Great
for beginners and veterans of the medium.”

Vicki Hatt, “Joe Cartwright. The book was full of useful information and even better techniques, I
can't wait to try something new, I've created and sold oil paintings for years but have always
admired the soft effects achieved with watercolor.”

LanieC, “Best for practicing artist. This is an excellent book for a working artist. It’s not just a
pretty coffee table book. It has practical advice on how to make your watercolors better. I have
found invaluable.”

Robyn Reid, “Getting it "Watercolour painting" with Joe Cartwright. Joe Cartwright's book
Mastering Watercolours: A Practical Guide is just that. Joe teaches in real life in a manner which



makes it easy for students to grasp his messages. This book is written in just such a way which
makes it easy for the reader/artist to "get it". Each Demonstration is set out in easy to follow
steps. I thoroughly enjoyed and appreciate this book, it is like having Joe beside you giving
instruction but there you are on your own doing it yourself. I am enjoying the book and have
recommended it to my Art Society buddies.  Thanks Joe for putting "You" into writing.”

Les Brattain, “Great instructional book. Very clear directions in how to paint in watercolor. A little
weak in how to draw a good composition but excellent in how to paint a composition once you
have the drawing. The directions given for backlit subjects is especially good. Glazing is
explained very well. I liked the method of teaching beginners using Arches300lb rough torn into
one eighth sheets. I could teach a good beginner's course from the directions given in this book
with a little help from other books on composition.”

Gammy, “Mastering watercolor A Practical guide. This bool is great for a beginner who truly
wants to achieve good eye catching prints!Easy explanations what, is needed from pallets,
paints, brushes, techniques. Love it.”

ChipsRaff, “If you are struggling with your mixes, get this!. After twenty years of watercolour
painting I have, for the first time, found why so many of my pictures look overpainted or dull, and
this great book has done it! No tutor or book I have read before has explained so clearly the rule
about limiting your primaries to two when mixing to obtain bright colours, and drawn attention to
the need to consider the traces of third colours found in the earth colours such as the Umbers
and Siennas.I am still reading the rest of the book and am learning more new ideas every few
pages.”

Fitz, “A good addition to my watercolour library...... I have numerous books on watercolour and
all are helpful in different ways as each authors approach and focus differs. This book covers a
good number of more complex issues such as use of water, stages of development etc etc,
which I have found to be very useful and informative. A good book which although it covers the
usual basics of set up etc it also tackles issues that other authors leave out. Quite an expensive
book but well worth the cost.”

Chisworthman, “Excellent descriptions of methods. Having read many watercolour books I found
this one has the clearest explanations of how to mix and apply pigment. There may be others
also as good but this one Works for Me!”

Melody, “Love this book. I’m new in Watercolor painting and found this book super helpful. It
covered a lot topics other books doesn’t. Really enjoyed reading it and my paintings were
significantly improved afterwards... massive thanks to the author!”



Lordfonnereau, “I wish I had bought the hard paper copy and .... I wish I had bought the hard
paper copy and not the digital version . You need to use the book as a reference type and it is
easier with an actual book. Also I expect the pictures seem ore natural in print.Having said that it
is a very informative book and I have taken on some of the points. I have bought some Cobalt
Turquoise as Joe uses that to make most of his greens.”

The book by Solomon J. Solomon has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 256 people have provided
feedback.

Introduction Materials Watercolor basics Tone is king Painting landscapes Street scenes How to
paint water Fixing a watercolor En plein air Key learnings Marketing your work My watercolor
philosophy
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